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15 Minutes is the maximum time when we can concentrate on a thing. So,
they say TV ad intervals in the US are normally 15 minutes. The time of 15
minutes is a good time for us to achieve some outcomes by concentrating as
well as a time neither too short nor too long for us to do something.
If so, what can we do during 15 minutes? It may usually take more than 15
minutes to take the bus or subway. We can, however, check emails by tablet
PC or smartphone to prepare what to do in the office, and we can see the
day's news and collect news clipping freely. On the other hand, we can have
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a brief sleep or meditate listening to music. Otherwise, we may spend 15
minutes studying foreign languages in concentration.
It's also time enough to play with children at home and 15 minutes with
children is said to satisfy them. You can also use it as a time to talk about
your day with your spouse over a cup of tea. As such, during 15 minutes,
you can do plenty of things. Now, can you take advantage of this valuable 15
minutes? We are sure you can.
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MOBIS News
Supply of Genuine Parts via TSR
Existing Route (Ocean)
New Route (TSR)

Yekaterinburg RDC
(East)
Moby Dick Container
Moscow
Terminal,Saint Petersburg RDC (West)
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World’s Top-level Sustainability Verified
5 Years in a Row
around 1,000㎞ from Moscow to

Stock Market Index by the world’s largest finance

Ye k at e r i n b u r g . T h a n k s t o t h e

information firm, Dow Jones, the US and Robecco SAM,

extension we are able to supply
<TSR>
1st Stage(8,300㎞)

2nd Stage
Including 100㎞-long land transport from the
Moscow terminal to RDC (West)

Vostochny Port,
Vladivostok
(900㎞)
Port of Busan

investing institution in Switzerland.

genuine parts for vehicle repair faster

In the very year of 2010 when we first underwent their

to RDCs (Redistribution centers) in

scrutiny, we were included in DJSI Asia Pacific and for

Yekaterinburg and Moscow.

five years in a row since 2011, we have been ranked in

The existing supply routes for vehicle

DJSI World. We are the only one to be listed in DJSI

re p a i r p a r t s b o u n d f or Ru s s i a

World out of the country’s automotive and parts/tier

required more than 50 days through
‘Southern Ocean Routes’ from Busan
<South Ocean Route>
(21,900㎞)
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through the Indian Ocean,
Mediterranean Sea and Atlantic
Ocean to the Baltic Sea. Using the
TSR, we shortened the supply period

industry, while only 21 firms from all the industries
For five years in a row, our company has been included

across the country are listed in DJSI World.

in DJSI World, which is the top 10% global companies

The reason our company has been acknowledged for its

on the DJSI (Dow Jones Sustainability Index) assessment

top sustainability level in the industry for such a long

that evaluates corporate sustainability in multiple ways.

time is assessed based on our ongoing structural reform

Every year, the DJSI evaluates corporate, economic,

for f uture te chnolog y de velopment and qu a lit y

environmental and social performance among the largest

innovation as well as our systematic interaction with

2,500 companies listed on the Dow Jones Global Total

many interested parties.

O n O c t o b e r 2 6 , o u r c o m p a ny

Under the scheme of ‘2nd Stage Plan

by over 20 days compared to the

announced that it will start logistics

of TSR Transport’, our company

ocean transport, killing two birds

transport using the TSR (Trans

conducted test operations from

with one stone; reduction of logistics

Siberia Railway) on full scale for

February through September this

costs and en hancing c ustomer

effective supply of genuine parts for

year. Through this effort, we could

satisfaction.

vehicle repair into Russia.

shorten the transport distance of

We made sure to secure transport

The T SR is t he world’s longest

vehicle repair parts bound for Russia

quality as well by conducting full-

network of railways spanning some

to 9,200㎞ - equivalent to 42% of the

range quality inspection for major

In October, MTR conducted communication training for all

9,300㎞ from Moscow to Vladivostok

previous one of 22,000㎞. In other

products during the TSR test

employees in both office and production sites. On the subject of

via 11 countries in Eurasia -

words, 900㎞ ocean transport for

operation period several times. In the

effective workplace and personal life communication, the

equivalent to one fourth of the

Busan-Vostochny Port (Far Eastern

future, the company is going to

lecturer was Prof. Dr. Erhan Eroglu from Anadolu University

circumference of the Earth. If this

Russia) and 8,300㎞ TSR transport

i mp l e m e nt s y s t e m at i c qu a l it y

Faculty of Communication Sciences in Izmit Luxor Garden

TSR were to be connected to the TCR

from Vostochny to Yekaterinburg.

management for goods to be brought

Hotel. The purpose of this education was to train MTR

(Trans China Railway) and the TKR

Building on the outcome of this test

via the TSR by measuring the change

employees to understand each other better and to accept

(Trans Korea Railway), it would also

operation, our company propelled

of temperatures/humidity during the

constructive criticism in their lives.

become a key section of the SRX (Silk

land transport via the TSR. In tune

transport and arranging the relevant

Also MTR management joined the training lunch break and had

Road Express) covering from Busan/

with this operation, the company

database.

lunch together with all employees and gave them a chance to

Mokpo to Europe.

expanded the TSR’s distance by

MTR: MOBIS Automotive and Module Industry A.S

MTR Conducts Communication Training

speak and listen to each other.
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HYUNDAI Motor
Group
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MRU: MOBIS Module CIS, LL

MRU Holds Annual Table Tennis Tournament
On September 20, 2015 MRU had a nice

HYUNDAI Motor Launches
New Global Luxury Brand, Genesis

and friendly sport tournament between
MRU employees. This year’s sport event
was table tennis, ahead of the Inter-

grasped by the operator of warehouse, the
third-place-man from last year. A good
atmosphere, friendly cooperation, and
healthy competition made this day shine
brighter and was very special for MRU
employees.

anticipating human needs at every

alongside the company’s popular

touch point, Genesis models will

HYUNDAI marque. Capitalizing on

embody four key aspects: Human-

its success in the fast-growing global

focused innovation, refined and

HYUNDAI Motor has announced an

car market, HYUNDAI Motor will

balanced performance, athletic

all-new global luxury brand Genesis

launch six new Genesis models by

elegance in design and hassle-free

that will deliver ‘human-centered’

2020 and will compete with the world’s

customer experience.

luxury through a range of new models

most renowned luxury car brands.

Continuing the customer-oriented

that feature the highest standards of

The Genesis brand seeks to create a

approach that flows through every

performance, design and innovation.

new definition of luxury, one that will

Genesis model, sales and service staff

Created for a new generation of

provide a new platform for future

will provide rapid and attentive

discerning consumers, Genesis will be

mobility centered on people. By

service to customer’s requests.

national Table Tennis MOBIS Cup.
The trophy of this year’s match was

a stand-alone brand that operates

MIN: MOBIS India Limited

MIN Receives 1st Prize
in Annual Conference 2015

KIA celebrates the spirit of the American
road trip at 2015 SEMA Show

Altair successfully concluded its 11th edition of the Altair Technology Conference

KIA Motors America (KMA) unveiled

commemorates a uniquely American

Series held on 14-15 July at the Ritz-Carlton, Bangalore, India. HYUNDAI

four all-new customized vehicles at

form of wanderlust: A road trip to the

MOBIS’s Imran Shaik (CAE-EMI/EMC, Manager) received the “Best Paper:1st

the opening day of the 2015 Specialty

farthest corners of the country and

Prize” on the subject of the “EMI/EMC: Shielding Effectiveness of Around View

Equipment Market Association

everywhere in between.

Monitor using FEKO”. This event comes along with the Electronics Track, CAE

(SEMA) Show, showcasing America’s

“This year’s SEMA show gives us the

National Annual Conference. Over 1,100 CAE engineering professionals from all

cultural diversity and our shared love

opportunity to embrace that spirit of

over India attended the conference over two days, and had an opportunity to

of the automobile. Including a first-

adventure found on the open road as

listen to expert’s keynote speaker sessions and technical paper presentations. The

t i m e SE M A app e ar an c e by t h e

we highlight the diversity of America

nications, KMA. A total of six custom

conference received an overwhelming response as demonstrated by the technical

Trail’ster electric hybrid AWD concept

and the many ways that p eople

vehicles are showcased in Kia’s booth

paper submissions of over 135 papers.

that was first unveiled at last year’s

personalize their vehicles in pursuit

at SEMA to help tell the story of an

The same paper was also introduced during HYUNDAI Motor Group’s

Chicago Auto Show and a return by

of their passions and the ex-pression

all-American road trip inspired by

International Conference held in Korea in October.

popular demand of the Ballast Point

of individuality.” said Tim Chaney,

unique traits of different regional

Sedona, KIA’s 2015 SEMA display

vice president, marketing commu-

landscapes throughout the nation.

Florida᾿s beautiful road Inspired
by the AIA highway, A1A Optimus

Global MOBIS
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Written by Editorial Room
Photo Credit by Editorial Room
Video by Piedra

Gimcheon, situated at the heart of Korea, is the country’s hub of transport and distribution:
It is connected to the KTX, Seoul/Busan Railway and Gyeongbu Expressway and Central Inland
Expressway, and also allows access in an hour from anywhere in the country including Seoul
and Busan. Our company started building a plant in the Gimcheon area in 2008 and currently
manufactures vehicle lamps and airbags. We visited the plant site ourselves to learn how
parts with such distinct features can be manufactured in the same factory.

Visit of Gimcheon Plant

Forefront of
HYUNDAI MOBIS’s
Quality
Key Auto Parts Factory Located at Logistics Hub
Many people may be already aware that vehicle lamps, equipped
outside the car, help drivers secure their visibility while driving at
night whereas airbags, equipped inside the car, protect the driver
and passengers at the moment of impact if an accident occurs.
How does it occur that parts with such distinct natures could be
manufactured in the same factory? As aforesaid, it’s because of
Gimcheon’s outstanding efficiency of logistics. As a matter of fact,
Gimcheon Plant supplies its products to a diverse range of
complete car factories including Ulsan, Asan and Jeonju plants of
HYUNDAI Motor Company, Hwaseong, Seosan and Gwangju
plants of KIA Motors. As another advantage, the port of Busan is
situated nearby, enhancing its efficiency very remarkably out of our
company’s many plants.
Gimcheon Plant, with 83,309㎡ building area on a total site area of
137,352㎡, comprises Lamp Plant Unit A and B, Airbag Plant Unit
C, Packaging Unit which solely handles packing of AS and CKD
parts to be sent to the country’s distribution centers and overseas
factories. Starting from a lamp plant in 2008, it increased its lamp
production capacity and completed airbag plant in 2001,
establishing the production line as we see now.

2015 November + December
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Interview

Global Production Base of Lamps and Airbags

“We are moving forward to become the

Lamps manufactured at Gimcheon Plant are being delivered to
factories of European and Japanese complete car makers, which are
buyers of HYUNDAI Motor Company and KIA Motors that have a

No. 1 factory under the slogan of
‘Gimcheon is one’

worldwide network. On a daily basis, the Plant is supplying more
than 20,000-25,000 lamps to be equipped in automobiles

”

manufactured by HYUNDAI Motor Company, KIA Motors,

Head of Gimcheon Plant Director,
Jung Soo-Kyung

Japan’s SUBARU, German’s BMW and Japan’s MAZDA.
It also manufactures and supplies more than 40,000 airbags a day to
HYUNDAI Motors and KIA Motors. Airbag are divided into five
groups in total - DAB(driver), PAB(passenger), SAB(side),
CAB(curtain), KAB(knee) and the number of airbags to be
equipped varies depending on the features of vehicles and customer
requirements. Legally, a passenger car must be equipped with two
airbags; one for the driver’s seat and one for the passenger seat. And
recently-released luxury cars tend to be equipped with as many as

Visit of
Gimcheon
Plant

you think Gimcheon Plant has a special place
Q. Do
among our company’s part plants?

A. bases of which HYUNDAI MOBIS is expanding across the
A. It's the Mother Plant of lamps and airbags, production

software for molding design, development and other related
techniques to eventually materialize perfect quality. I am sure
our plant can pave the way for our lamp business to advance to
being No. 1 in the world.

globe. Moreover, lamps are very important safety-related parts,

The pilot factory is our final test space in our path to

parts regulated specifically by law, exterior parts playing an

manufacture of perfect products. It is a space where prior to

important role in car’s outside as well as emotional quality parts

putting the parts on the main production line, researchers carry

whereby consumers evaluate the car’s quality emotionally.

out test production in an environment equal to bulk production

Furthermore its manufacturing process does not allow

conditions in order to cope with diverse environments and

contamination, even as little as miniature 0.1㎜, due to the

remove all possible problems that may occur during the main

nature of the product and it’s a very hard product to manage

production. Taking advantage of this opportunity in particular, we

isohumidity tests, salt spray tests and complex vibration tests. The

because contaminated items must immediately be removed,

have secured core technologies to cultivate those of

Plant is working hard to manufacture the safest airbag products as

should such foreign substances find their way in.

cooperating companies and build overseas factories and we are

the front line protector of passenger safety in the event of a car

Also airbags are directly related with the lives of drivers and

hopeful that we could play a role as a leading plant.

nine airbags. Gimcheon Plant is involved in the production of all of
these sorts of airbags.
Probably because of that, researchers are busy to do various tests at
the airbag test room located in the Airbag Production Unit. Here,
they carry out a number of tests to secure reliability and safety
including airbag deployment tests, thermal shock tests, Isothermal-

accident.
Striving to Manufacture the Best Lamps
These days, Gimcheon Plant is most concerned with the lamp
molding plant - newly built this time - as well as pilot production
lines. It’s because these two facilities are extremely important for
our company’s lamps to be credited as the world's top class product
(The importance of this will be explained in our interview with the
head of Gimcheon Plant Director, Jung Soo-Kyung)
Gimcheon Plant is still under way for that target. That is, there are
many things to do as yet. The Plant is making its best effort to kill
two birds with one stone - satisfying consumer’s emotional needs as
well as passenger’s safety. Looking forward to its robust activity and
bright future, we give our sincere applause to their efforts.

passengers by protecting their safety during incidents and I
don’t need any further explanation for their importance. Though
all the auto parts are not easy to manufacture, I think, the
importance of our products cannot be overemphasized.
the Plant’s main issue is Molding Plant
Q. Currently,
Unit. Please explain its importance.

A. driver visibility. To secure this function, the strength and

The fundamental function of vehicle lamps is to secure

Q. I would like to know the future plan of the Plant.
the moment, the competition of the vehicle lamp
A. For
industry becomes increasingly fierce. To have the edge
there, we are going to strengthen our manufacturing
competitiveness, building on the more enhanced quality level
and also we will focus on strengthening our capability to cope
with lamp electronization accompanying lots of convenience

direction of light coming from lamps is important, and depends

devices and safety-assisting devices that tend to become more

on the accuracy and quality of injection parts. Along the way,

diverse and complicated than ever. Our current products are

quality of injection parts entirely depends on that of molding,

important for consumer’s safety. So, all employees of Gimcheon

without any exaggeration. And molding technique is the key to

Plant are working with a firm commitment. United under the

manufacturing beautiful and gorgeous lamps as needed by

slogan of ‘Gimcheon is oneʼ, all the related personnel move

consumers, and to focus on the development of this technique,

forward in unison to create the No. 1 plant. Of course, I will do

we have built the facility this time to secure ourselves relevant

my part as the head of the plant.
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Hello! My Friend

My Bosom
Friend at Mobis
written by Shan Chang Lan(MJS)
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On June 16th, 2014 sweating in the summer of
Alabama’s heat, I walked into the Orientation classroom
to begin my first day at MOBIS. While talking in the
classroom over several days, I found one of my
classmates was of my age with similar interests and
would be working in the same department; he as an

Reliable
Friend Always
written by Dennis Cho(MAL)

Environment, Health & Safety administrator and I as a

Shan Chang Lan

Zhu Lin

On my first day at MJS, I saw her. This beautiful

General Affairs specialist. His name is Choi Jee Hwan.

girl from Yancheong, Jiangsu is the very person

We quickly became friends to the point where

who helped open my heart to the company.

coworkers would ask us if we were brothers, and it was

Having just graduated from the university at the

not surprising given that we were not only cubicle

time, I might have had a number of

mates but also roommates sharing the same apartment

shortcomings in my initial social life but thanks

since August 2014.

to her help, I was able to adapt to the company

While Jee Hwan and I are close friends, it’s amazing

atmosphere quickly.

how we could be so different. He is a math/numbers

Though I am from Yancheong, I was not totally

guy while I come from language/liberal arts

familiar with my hometown owing to my

background. He is into sports and pop culture while I

schooling in another city and over the weekends

am into politics and current events. In jest, I like tell

I always felt alone because I didn’t have any

others that combining his muscularity and my height

friends. Sensing my loneliness, she willingly took

would make quite the physical specimen of a man;

me window shopping in the streets over the

combining his knowledge of sports/pop culture,

weekends. Looking back on those days, I was

adeptness in math with my knowledge of history/

very happy and I can’t thank her enough.

current events and my abilities with language would

Now it’s already three and half years since I

turn out an Aristotle.

get the most out of life with what appears to be with

joined the company and we remain close. In

It is perhaps these differences that make our friendship

minimum effort. He is less emotionally invested in his

both our company and our personal lives, we

stronger. It is one of mutual growth. As young adults

work allowing him to be cool under pressure while

depend on each other for help and maintain a

just learning about the Korean/American hybrid

taking in minimal emotional stress. As a bit of a hot-

friendship so close that we travel together and

corporate culture of MOBIS Alabama, we spent many

head myself, I often am in awe of his ability to keep

even attend our colleagues’ weddings together.

evenings and the occasional ‘all nighter’ talking about

composure in outrageous situations both in and

There is a Chinese proverb: “Wealth can’t be a

and discussing our trials and tribulations we face

outside of the workplace.

friend forever but a friend makes you forever

adjusting to the corporate world. During such

To me, Jee Hwan is an unostentatiously reliable

wealthy”. This saying perfectly reflects our

meetings, I constantly learn the value of his principle

companion as well as a good friend, backing me

relationship. She is a valuable friend indeed.

of ‘maximizing efficiency’. Somehow, he finds a way to

always.

Left to Right: Choi Jee Hwan, Dennis Cho, Taehoon Yi
(also our orientation classmate) at a Birthday Party
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Talk! Talk! Talk!
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Compiled by Editorial Room

The most famous festival in India is Holi, signalling

There are some must-sees for those who want to feel a particular country’s
unique culture, those who would like to be assimilated by the country and also
1

those who want to enjoy their trip fully. They are each country’s famous
festivals. This Nov/Dec issue shares the festival stories among colleagues

the start of spring. It is normally held across India
around March. It’s a national holiday beyond religious
meaning and is credited as the most gorgeous and beautiful

from seven countries. Here we introduce festivals from around the world.

festival in India.
I have heard of it. People put colorful paints on their

Let’s Enjoy Festival!

face and body, don’t they?
Yes, right. On the day of Holi, people come out to the
streets and paint their faces and bodies. You can see
children throwing painted balloons and shooting water pistols.
So, it is also known as the festival of colors.

● Kim Seong-cheol
KOREA

2

can learn about gardening. Here, people can see flowers

Like any other country, Korea has plenty of festivals indeed. Of
The festival is a cherry blossom festival taking place in early April every

growing in many other countries and as this festival allows

● Vusal Mammadli

AZERBAIJAN

people to find out the most interesting flower or plants to
themselves. It is becoming more popular these days.

year and it is not an exaggeration to say that it shows the most lovely

Indeed, there are so many kinds of festivals. There must

cherry blossoms in Korea. I recommend you visit once to enjoy the
country’s springtime.
China’s different ethnic groups hold different festivals. The

capital Baku on May 10 each year. During the festival,
colorful roses and various flowers are on display and people

Have You Heard of These Festivals?
these, I would like to recommend Gunhang Festival at Jinhae.

In Azerbaijan, the flower festival takes place at its

● Hirayanagi Genichi

3

be huge numbers of small festivals unknown to us as

JAPAN

festival I want to recommend is the Water Splashing Festival at
Yunnan Province. Though it is not the most famous one, it is the largest
traditional festival and holidays of the area’s Dai and Deang people,
taking place for about three days in mid April. During the festival,
people splash water on others, meaning to ‘wash off the bad things in

● Li Xiang
CHINA

1 Indiaʼs Holi 2 Turkeyʼs Ramadan
3 Chinaʼs Water Splashing Festival 4 Koreaʼs Gunhang Festival
5 Japanʼs Hina-matsuri 6 Azerbaijanʼs Flower Festival

4

5

the past’ and greet a new year.
In Japan, there are so many festivals called matsuri. Of these, I
would like to recommend Onbashira-matsuri at Suwa, Nagano.
Onbashi means pillars in a shrine and people bring the logs for the

● Tamia Haynes

U.S.A

pillars to the festival site from mountains every seven years. At this
time, they drop the logs from the mount and many men demonstrate
their prowess while bringing the logs.
I recommend ‘Sunset Savor the Central Coast’ taking place at
San Luis Obispo, California at the end of September. Here, you

● ramya B

INDIA

can see all of recent music, wines and the fun of travel.
The largest festival in Turkey takes place after Ramadan.
During this religious ritual, Muslims don’t eat, drink and
refrain from smoking for 30 days and thereafter hold a three-day fest
enjoying delicious dishes and exchanging gifts.

● sena sener

TUEKEY

6

18
well. Personally, I recommend the World DJ Festival to music fans. At
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I would like to see the Fireworks

Enjoy Festival with the Family

that festival held in May each year, people can enjoy music created by

In addition to festivals in each area, Japan has small

Festival in Sydney Australia. It is

world-famed DJs and singers, and feel the fervor of the musicians.

matsuri performed at home. They are a kind of custom

noted as the festival greeting a new year

On my part, I can recommend the California Strawberry

r at h e r t h a n a f e s t i v a l - l i k e C h i l d re n’s D ay i n Jap a n .

earliest across the world. I am very excited to

Festival, which is quite convenient to go to with children. It

Characteristically, it celebrates sons and daughters separately:

imagine celebrating a new year over brilliant

not only provides diverse programs for them but also teaches how to

Hina-matsuri in March celebrates daughters by displaying pretty

fireworks there.

grow strawberries, which is very useful. Please visit this festival if

idols in imitation of old wedding marches, while Koinobori wishes

It is fabulous indeed. As far as I am

for healthy growth of sons by hanging colorful pieces of cloth in

you have a chance to come to California in May.
Of festivals in Turkey, I would like to introduce a beautiful

1

festival taking place from May 1st. During Turkey’s

1 Japanʼs Koinobori
2 California Strawberry Festival, US
(source: starwberryfestival.org)
3 Indiaʼs Diwali
4 Koreaʼs Boryeong Mud Festival

traditional festival called ‘Hidrellez Festival’, wishers makers are said
to have their wishes come true. If they write their wishes and hang
them on the tree called ‘Nahil’ and pray for their wishes to come
true, the prophet ‘Hizir’ is said to make their dreams come true.w
This would be sort of a big event rather than a festival. I

the shape of carps outside home.

concerned, I want to see a hot air
balloon festival taking place in Australia

Wow! Quite interesting. To tourists planning to visit

during March. Though there are a number of

Korea, I want to introduce Boryeong Mud Festival. It’s

such festivals around the world, what I seek is

already famous to foreigners and yet I would like to strongly

to appreciate the marvelous landscape aboard

recommend it as they can enjoy a diverse range of programs using

the air balloon above Australia’s clean and

mud. Especially mud collected from this site contains such varied

clear lakes. A Bird’s eye view from there may

minerals, as to be developed for cosmetics.

blow off my stress.

mean women throughout China have a one day leave on

I have been to Korea’s Mud Festival. I was able to release

March 8 on International Women’s Day. Some companies present

my stress and also have a healing effect. Furthermore. I

While talking about each country’s
festivals, I am inclined to attend a

roses to female employees. So, isn’t it the festival just for women?

was able to freely mingle with people from many countries and

festival once this year, whatever the festival

(laughter)

share conversation. I recommend you to visit Boryeong Mud

may be. And I hope the readers of this article

Festival without fail if you have any plan to visit Korea in July.

may also attend one of the festivals at home or

As for me, I recommend the Art Festival taking place at

abroad together with their families. Peculiar

Laguna Beach in June. You can appreciate lots of art pieces

and foreign experience always excites us.

created by more than 200 artists and you can buy pieces, if you like
them. It’s indeed the festival of worldwide artists. This site is also
famed for its most stunning scenery out of many beaches in
California and please visit here during your possible stay in the US.

5 Taiwanʼs Lantern Festival
6 Australiaʼs Fireworks Festival

You will never regret it.
India has a festival called Diwali, which is as famous as
aforementioned holi. It is one of three largest traditional
Hindi festivals and this time each house is alight with huge

2

numbers of lamps and people offer prayers of gratitude to the gods
Don’t you have any festivals from other countries you
want to attend? I am fascinated by the Tomato Festival in

5

Spain. It takes place in one of Spain’s small villages each year and I

6

want to spend a pleasant time together with the participants.
I want to attend the Taiwan Lantern Festival. During the
festival held around mid February, every corner of the city
is decorated with lanterns and people wish for happiness by flying
those lanterns. As I was born in February, I want to pray for my
3

4

wishes in this festival.
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Overseas Trip
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Written and Photo Credits (partly) by Travel Writer Kim Ji-Eun

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil’s ocean city on the opposite side of the planet relative to Korea, is hot.

Railway to reach some 600m above sea level and then follow

The sun is hot, allowing people to sunbathe in the daytime at any time a year.

the long steps. You will face the colossal statue of Christ. The

So are the hearts of people living there along with their art forms created with their passions.
Thus, we are compelled to love it from our heart.

image of Christ standing with two arms wide open seems to
say, “I absolve you from your sins”.

City Alive with Passion,
Rio de Janeiro

Behind the statue of Christ unfold the charming scenes of Rio -

1 38m-high colossal Statue of Christ the
Redeemer and the whole view of Rio de Janeiro
2 Coastline between Copacabana and Ipanema
3 Brazilian youth guiding passengers in a red train
heading to Mount Corcovado
4 Rio de Janeiro seen from Mount Pao de Acucar
5 Rio de Janeiro seen from Mount Corcovado

one of the world’s three most beautiful harbors along with
Napoli, Italy and Sydney Australia. From far behind, spectacles
swim into your eyes: the invisibly long and winding coastline
spanning from peculiarly rising rock peak, Pao de Acucar,

2

3

4

Copacabana to Ipanema, Rio Leblon beach, the cobalt-blue
Atlantic so refreshing to our eyes as for us to forget the

5

heatwave, houses situated here and there harmoniously and
clouds peacefully wandering above those sites. To see these
marvelous sceneries, people may think Christ says heartily
welcoming with two arms, “Welcome to Rio - a paradise. It’s

First Impression of Rio, Mount Corcovado

Rio de Janeiro

time for you to finish the warm-up and go into the bosom of
the city and experience it freely. Enjoy Rio with that cool blue
sea and the passionate people of Rio.”

Wherever people may visit in the world, there are sorts of
rituals that they are likely to do. That is to overlook the
overall landscape form the highest point of the area prior
to their full exploration. At that time, people see the
landform, skyline and locations to visit in detail as if
looking at the eyes, nose and mouth of their lover. They
may find more curiosity about the city and more
expectations for the trip.
The best site to directly see the face of Rio de Janeiro
(hereinafter Rio) is Mount Corcovado. Atop is the colossal
statue of Christ the Redeemer (erected in commemoration
of 100 years of Brazil’s independence in 1931) - a symbol of
the city. It’s a must-see attraction that always appears on
postcards and in photo albums containing beautiful
scenery. Almost all visitors to Rio come to see this statue
and entry may be limited so it’s best to visit as early in the
morning as possible. Take a red train along the Rack

1
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2

You are recommended to spend the afternoon in Rio fully at
beaches. Copacabana is more familiar to Koreans, while
Ipanema is also a world-famous and beautiful beach. Brazilians

Brazil

say that the two beaches have such distinct attractions that they

MBR

can’t decide which is better. Being good for sunbathing is basic

●

in common and if Copacabana were a casual beach suitable to
enjoy ocean sports, Ipanema is more luxurious and safer
because it’s a rich town. While Copacabana -facing east- allows
people to see sunrise, Ipanema -facing west- allows them to see
the sunset. Particularly fantastic are the peculiar rocks of Pedra
Dois Irmaos and slowly-rising wet fogs, which harbor a unique
3

atmosphere. As Copacabana is actually connected to Ipanema

4

as one coastline, people can see both beaches in a day.
Interestingly, the music styles known as Samba and Bossa Nova

When the heatwave among crowded people slows

- originating from Rio - resemble these two beaches. That is, if

down and you just feel the cool sea breeze, it’s high

samba, which has light tempo and passion originated from

time for you to go to Atlantica Vieira Souto two

black Brazilians, were to resemble folksy Copacabana, the

blocks from the beach. You can see a number of

other music Bossa Nova, which started to spread among

restaurants which serve Brazil’s traditional dishes

intellectuals, may resemble Ipanema. So, if you walk along

such as churrasco (beef or grilled meat more) and

Copacabana hearing samba like ‘Aquarela do Brasil’ or walk

feijoada (stew of beans with beef and pork) as well

along Ipanema hearing Bossa Nova like ‘The Girl from

as international dishes. And here you can have the

Ipanema’, ethnic moods will be doubled around you. And on

opp or tunity to see the vibrant and joyful

top of that, you will enjoy perfect leisure on Rio’s beaches if you

appearance of Rio’s people.

audience is that they rarely use their hands. It’s because

have Brazil's very popular fruit drink ‘sucu’ in your hand.

The darker it becomes, the hotter the streets turn.

African slaves brought to Brazil were able to use only their

HB20, and was awarded 21 prizes including 'Best

As a tip for your possible trip to Rio, please include a weekend.

People share joyful conversation in twos and

feet freely as their hands were tied. Whereas the audience

Car of the Year in Brazilʼ in 2013.

It's because people in Rio who tend to spend time downtown

threes, and clubs and bars are crowded by this

feels uneasy at such a performance, they just carry on their

Contributing to being selected as ʻBest Carʼ in

during weekdays rush to the beaches over the weekend. The

time. Here stands out the humoresque sense of

motion smiling coolly.

2014, the company supplies products, focusing on

largest number of people visit Rio during ‘Carnival’ starting

Rio’s young people who sharpen their look by

As such, temperatures felt in the Rio’s streets are hot. It’s so

from the end of February and yet if you don’t stick around to

wearing Halloween costumes or toy glasses and

hot as to thaw at once the hearts of foreigners coming from

see the parade, each weekend in Rio during the beautiful

cute headbands. And you may be attracted by the

the opposite side on the planet. On the other hand, you may

summertime can be just like Carnival, even if it’s not February.

beauties who walk boldly showing their hip line

be burned all of a sudden by its heat; I mean the security

wearing diverse styles of leggings from silver to

problem in Brazil. Passion sometimes accompanies bits of

sexy hot pink.

madness. So, you should take care: do not walk around late

On one side, there is a show in full swing in which

in the night, keep your valuables in the hotel and hand-

musclemen demonstrate Brazil’s traditional

carry only small amount of money. And if you are keen to

martial arts capoeira. The showmen rotate in the

see the slum area of Favela, you had best be accompanied

air like gymnasts and move quick as if dancing,

by locals. Try to accept other small things as a kind of fun

using tricky footwork. What impresses the

and have the generosity to enjoy it.

1 Ipanema Beach at sunset
2, 3 People I met on the main street two blocks from Ipanema Beach
4 Ipanema Beach at midday

MBR: MOBIS Brasil Fabricacao de
Autopecas Ltda.

MBR
MBR is composed of a module plant situated in
Piracicaba City, Sao Paulo state and RDC at Rio
Das Pedras City. The module company was
founded in October 2010 and commenced
operation in February 2012. Since September
2012, MBR started to manufacture modules for

the best module parts quality. Its main products
include cockpit module, rear chassis module,
bumper module (front/rear). MBR renders its best
efforts to supply the best quality module parts
accordingly as Brazil becomes South America's
base in the global strategy of worldwide auto
makers.
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Written by Editorial Room

Great Britain Enchanted by Tea
Their Tea Culture, Afternoon Tea

socializing among high society ladies, and such
tradition has been passed down as ‘afternoon
teatime’.
The British elaborated to assign some form and
dignity to tea culture in order to enjoy teatime -

Tea, which is popular worldwide throughout both East and

UK

West, is made by fermenting tea leaves more than 85%.
Tea leaves - green naturally - turn to red by fermentation and
tea also becomes red as the outcome of brewing,

Afternoon
Tea

and is called ‘black tea’ as well. Tea imported from China raised

t he n s e tt l e d as one w ay for s o c i a l i z i ng .
Typically, the host or hostess serves tea with
fo o d s u c h a s s an d w i c h , s c on e , t ar t an d
chocolate on a ‘three-tiered tray’, the guests
selecting from the bottom level. Etiquette

curiosity of the Europeans who were used to drinking coffee.

dictates tea should be drunk holding the cup

British people’s interest in this import made the

saucer not to spill the almost full teacup. At this

afternoon teatime their unique tea activity.

time, there should be a generous attitude and
elegant manners along with proper topics of
conversation among the company. Through
this teatime, people build up relations through
good manners and elegant conversation while
drinking fragrant tea with bakery goods such as
scones, muffins and biscuits.
Some people, unaware of the charm of tea, may
say it is not delicious and rather bitter. Tea,
Tea gained its place as the ‘national beverage’ of the UK. The

however, has different tastes depending on how

British used to drink 7-8 cups of tea a day and enjoyed it by

the tea leaves are arranged - from bitter to sweet

dividing the tea time in accordance with time and purpose

taste, from astringent to soft feeling. To

of tea drinking. At afternoon teatime, for example, people

appreciate the taste of tea, you have firstly to

take tea and a light meal to ward off hunger between lunch

select good quality tea leaves, and then boil fresh

and dinner.

water up to 100℃, and serve in a warm tea pot

In British high society in the 19th Century, people had

and cup/saucer. It is also important to measure

sufficient breakfast then a light meal for lunch merely

tea leaves correctly and infuse them for the

consisting of breads, dry meats and fruits. While, in the

appropriate time. That is how to make the best

evening, they enjoyed dinner after watching concerts or plays

tea - called the Golden Rules in the UK. Simply

and entering the 19th Century, they used to dine after 8

put, just keep the 3.3.3 rule: Infuse 3g of good

o’clock in the evening. Anna Maria, 7th Duchess of Bedford

quality tea in 300㎖ of fresh water for 3 minutes.

(1788~1861), who couldn’t stand the hunger, had light meals

The reason tea has a bitter taste is because it has

together with the tea, giving birth to the British tea culture.

been infused too long. If you stand by this 3.3.3

That is, she started to take tea along with sandwiches or

rule, the tea is not bitter but soft. Of course, you

breads in between 3 and 5 o’clock in the afternoon and

may adjust the recipe depending on the type of

sometimes served tea and dishes to her guests at the living

tea or your personal taste.

room. This spread like a fashion and developed as a way for

How about building friendship over high tea?
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Written by Editorial Room

Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon , released in 2000 based
on Wang Dulu’s original martial arts novel ‘The Crane
Iron Pentalogy ’, depicts love and adventures of two female
warriors living under two distinct values amid the
confused society in the early 19th Century. Director Ang
Lee selected Yuen Woo Ping - famous as the martial arts
choreographer of the films such as The Matrix , Kill Bill
and Drunken Master - as the film’s choreography director
and produced attractive scenes. Building on inspirations
obtained from Chinese martial arts films, Yuen disregards
physical principles and by lifting the actors using wires,

A scene from Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon

makes them fight on trees, run on the water as if walking
on stones, climb the walls and fight in the air. To the
Western audience not used to this sorts of ballet in the air,
midnight tracing scene running on the roof in the

The most impressive scene in this film, shot against a backdrop

moonlight in the beginning of the film yielded immediate

of China’s beautiful nature, was shot at a bamboo forest. This

and compelling attention.

forest best matches the love scene between Chow Yun Fat (Li

Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon

Mu Bai) and Michelle Yeoh (Yu Shu Lien). Li, shy at showing
his inner heart, takes her by the hand for the first time and
reveals: “I couldn’t pluck up my courage to grasp your hands.”
The bamboo forest is the site of the last confrontation between
Chow Yun Fat and Zhang Ziyi (Jen Yu). Their fighting scenes

Film

Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon
Contains Superb Beauty
of the Green Bamboo Forest

Film Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon is a martial arts film directed by Ang Lee,
who is credited as the most successful director from Asia in Hollywood through
his work on Brokeback Mountain and Life of Pi . This film, combining the old tradition
of the Eastern genre of martial arts with Western imagination and expression,
attracted huge crowds at the time of its release, becoming the most successful
foreign-language film of all time in America. It was since appraised as ‘the world’s most

wearing white clothes along with the fluid movements of
bamboo are so compelling as to impress the audience more
than the fighting itself. We couldn’t help but be fascinated by
the movements of the two main actors who dance on the
bamboo, as well as by elaborate camera work capturing them
so fabulously.
Most of these scenes were shot at the bamboo forest in Anji,
Zhejiang Province, China. As this site is located three hours away
by car from Shanghai, Suzhou and Nanjing and one hour from
Hangzhou, it is called the ‘Garden behind Downtown’. Anji,
famed as the bamboo village in China, not only has a warm and
wet climate suitable for bamboo to grow, but also covers 70% of
its area with green. The town also has a Bamboo museum and
lots of attractions such as the origin of Huangpu River.
Let’s find out what we didn’t know about China, watching

beautiful martial arts film, and particularly the confrontation scene at the bamboo forest

Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon that portrayed the country’s

produces a marvellous atmosphere like a piece of Oriental painting.

beautiful landscapes charmingly.

Fairy Tales of Korea
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Compiled by Editorial Room
Illustrated by Park Yu-Ni

Korean Cinderella

Kongji and Patzzi
Good-natured hearts shall always be rewarded someday. That’s an easily found theme
in Korea’s classical novels. Of these, Kongji and Patzzi , which tells the story of Kongji
who didn’t lose her good-natured heart despite being abused by her stepmother,
may typically represent such a theme. Here, we introduce Kongji and Patzzi ,
the Korean version of Cinderella.

Kongji Mistreated

filling the jar with holes with water,

by her Stepmother

picking up rice, and waeving cloth. As

Kongji and Patzzi initiates from an

she was crying because she couldn’t

orally handed-down folktale of

go to join her grandparents, a toad

unknown origin. This tale, which

appeared to fill up the holes of the jar,

continued to be handed down orally,

birds came to pick up the rice, while

turned into a novel in the early 20th

an angel came down from the heaven

Century. The plot of novelized Kongji

to weave the cloth and also arranged

and Patzzi is as follows.

some clothes and shoes for Kongji to

Kongji’s mother died shortly after she

wear for the feast.

was born, and she was raised by her

Wearing thos e pretty heavenly

father. She was, though, a very good-

clothes and shoes, she left for the

hearted girl by nature. His father

feast. As she arrived at the stream on

remarried for his young daughter but

her way, she heard the trumpet

the stepmother and her elder step-

signalling the presence of the village’s

sister were grumpy natured. Despite

local governor. She was so surprised

t he i r ma lt re at me nt of he r, she

at the sound that she had one of her

overcame all the odd things wisely.

shoes fall in the stream. The governor

One day, she was invited to a feast by

found the shoe and vowed to marry

her grandparents. As she was about to

the woman it belonged to. As he

leave after informing her stepmother,

happened to identify the owner of the

the mean mother said she would go

shoe as Kongji, he married her.

there with her own daughter and

The stepmother and Patzzi became

instructed Kongji to follow them later

so jealous to see Kongji live in wealth

after finishing all the chores such as

and honor so suddenly and plotted

27
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Kongji and Patzzi

some bad thing. They induced Kongji

All of a sudden then, there was some

t r y ing hard and liv ing a go o d-

to go to see lotus flowers then pushed

one sp e a k i ng f rom b eh i nd t he

natured life.

her into the pond killing her. And,

folding screen: “You know that the

While in the former part of the story,

Patzzi disguising as Kongji became

pair of the chopsticks is not in match

Kongji was portrayed as a passive

the governor’s wife.

but don’t know your real wife is not

figure who followed fate and endured

One day, the governor picked a lotus

the present one.” The governor, very

it through heavenly help, in its latter

and put it in a vase. Kongji reborn as a

surprised to hear that, was about to

part, she was shown as a figure who

lotus harassed Patzzi, who burned the

return. And at this moment, a vision

was tried by challenges yet continued

lotus. Then, an old woman in the

of Kongji appeared and told him of

to grow. That is, she was portrayed as

neighborhood happened to come to

how she was killed. He had the pond

a positive figure who took it on

the governor’s house and found beads

drained and there emerged Kongji -

herself to let her death be known and

shining brilliantly at the fireplace. The

still alive. He punished Patzzi and the

to overcome fate.

beads turned into to Kongji, who told

stepmother harshly. The governor

The reason this work, though based

the truth that she had been drowned

called Kongji to his home as his wife

on a folktale, is differentiated from

by Patzzi. She asked the old woman to

and lived a happy life with her.

others, is that the novel depicts the

call the governor.

incidents after the marriage in a more

The invited governor was not pleased

Bliss Obtained from a

colorful and interesting way, whereas

to find chopsticks on the table not in

Good and Beautiful Mind

most of the tales under the category

a pair and scolded the old woman.

As animals helped Kongji in the tale,

of Cinderella tend to culminate in the

Kongji and Patzzi c onve y s t he

marriage. This projection, which

message that good-natured hearts

materializes complete punishment

would always be rewarded. The

for the bad, enhances the effect of

happiness the stepmother pursued

encouraging virtue and punishing

for her daughter couldn’t be obtained

vice. As such, Kongji and Patzzi has

because of the stepmother’s ill-

value in that it assigns an ethical

natured mentality and behavior. The

theme to a simple tale and then

story of Kongji who didn’t lose her

recreates it through a novel.

go o d he ar t d e spite a dve rs it i e s
reminds us of the importance of
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Written by Editorial Room

Korea is a country alight 24 hours a day, 365 days

Eat at and Enjoy the

a year where you can enjoy diverse cultural activities

by night is Dongdaemun Market. You

Night Market

can see all kinds of fashion here - the

American CNN once said: “Sleeping

center of Korea’s garment industry.

in Seoul is for losers”. It's because

There are specialized stores by the

visitors can come across its new face

type of products like accessories,

place for people to enjoy the nightlife. There emerge

as a gorgeous night starts after sunset.

text i le go o ds, f urs and you are

increasingly more tourism products these days

That’s w hy s ome s ay Kore a is a

re c o m m e n d e d t o c h o o s e y o u r

enjoyable at night, meeting diverse tastes of tourists.

country alight around the clock.

intended destination shopping malls

Let's have a look at the dynamic city on the move

There are many places open all day

before you visit. The reason the

long for Koreans as well as foreign

so-called ‘shopaholics’ prefer the

tourists such as convenience stores,

night to daytime is because

restaurants, cafes and marts. You can

wholesalers normally open from

also go shopping or visit a sauna or

evening to dawn. In other words, you

club. The country’s another advan-

can buy the goods at a cheaper price

tage is its safety compared to other

at night. If you feel hungry while

countries, allowing visitors to move

shopping, you may enter the nearest

even late in the night and conse-

cart bar or restaurant. You can choose

quently being an ideal place for

the dishes as you like; from street

tourists.

foods such as rice cake or sundae to

A famous site for you to enjoy Seoul

h ambu rge r, to a st an d g i mb ap.

not only in the daytime but also at night. Its capital
Seoul, in particular, houses many 24-hour facilities
such as drinking houses, cinema houses, large marts
and jjimjilbang (Korean dry sauna), becoming an ideal

all day and night.

Seoul,
Sleepless City
Round the Clock

Vantage Points to See the

compensated and jubilant at the very

Awesome City Lights

moment you see the beautiful and

Seoul has several places where the

glittering landscape from the vantage

nightview is more beautiful than the

point of the park.

dayview. Typically N Seoul Tower,

Lastly, Cheonggyecheon Stream,

which is situated at the summit of Mt.

making its way throughout the heart

Namsan as the heart and central

of Seoul, makes a good site for you to

landmark of Seoul. After sunset, it

appreciate the night view too. You

produces spectacular scenes of Seoul,

can take a walk along its paths and

changing its clothes illuminated by

watch laser shows. And the proposal

colors. The look of Seoul seen from

wall, showing the related image on a

here is beyond description. You can

water screen, is popular among

reach the summit using a bus or cable

young lovers.

car, and it becomes a romantic date

At the heart of the sleepless country,

course as well, as there are restaurants

Kore a , l i e s S e ou l. It i s a l re a dy

and an observation tower.

awesome enough in the daytime but

Naksan Park located south of Seoul is

at night it changes into something

a good place to take a walk while

gorgeous and colorful and emits

enj oying S e ou l’s nig ht and is a

another charm. You’ll fall in love with

famous tourist destination appearing

t he att rac t ion of S e ou l - ne ver

in many films and dramas. While it is

sleeping and shining glamorously.

not easy to walk from the subway
station to its entrance because of a
steep hill, you will be fully

Global Car Story
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Written by Kim Hyung-Kyu, Reporter of The Kyunghyang Shinmun

What is the Effect of High Grade Gasoline?
Gasoline for vehicles is largely divided into leaded gasoline
and unleaded depending on whether it contains lead or
not. And it is also divided into normal gasoline and high

Consumers are
Concerned with

of controlling ‘knocking’ - meaning abnormal detonation
in an engine cylinder or incomplete combustion in the
vehicle engine. The higher the octane number, the more it
reduces damage to the engine. K-Petro (Korea Petroleum
quality and Distribution Authority) classifies 91-94 octane
as normal gasoline, and 94 and higher as high grade
gasoline. The latter, usually marked with green, is distinct
from normal gasoline marked with yellow.
High grade gasoline with high-level octane number is
known to have effects of output enhancement, noise
reduction and doubling of instantaneous acceleration. And
it has minimum influence on the human body and
environment because it contains pollutants such as sulfur
and benzene less than 50%. Refineries advertise that the use
of high grade gasoline with various additives and friction
modifier offers the effect of engine protection and
improvement on fuel efficiency.
But last year’s research of K-Petro commissioned
by the government revealed that high grade
gasoline had little effect on improvement on
fuel efficiency. The researchers measured
fuel efficiency in the city and on
highways using recommended
imported cars and normal
domestic cars, and as a result
found the same outcome
regardless of gasoline used. Only in
the field of acceleration and output

those of a high-priced car may naturally have more affection for it.
For example, they insist on hand washing in fear of any damage to
the car and often look only for high grade gasoline for refueling.
By the way, how much will high grade gasoline, which is more

grade depending on its octane number, which is the figure
showing quality of gasoline. More exactly it shows the level

Just like any owner of a new car has affection for it,

expensive by 200-300 won per liter than normal gasoline,

Whether to
Use High Grade
Gasoline or not

affect vehicle performance?

tests measured at 20~100㎞ per hour, imported cars using

is allegedly because such use may damae the car due to

high grade gasoline showed improvement effect.

earlier wear and tear.

Against these findings, the refineries explained that their

On the other hand, Audi set the standard octane number

own tests had showed improved fuel efficiency. That said,

for most cars at above 95 and Porsche focusing on high

many experts agree that high grade gasoline would hardly

performance models like sports cars sticks to

contribute to improvement on fuel efficiency, beyond

recommended octane level of above 98.

some on performance such as output. It’s because

However, the country’s high grade gasoline market

regardless of octane number, high grade gasoline and

continues to decrease since 2010.

normal gasoline meet the same standards in the areas of

Why is it that the sales of high grade gasoline is on the

the pollutant emissions level, copperplate corrosion level,

decrease while the sales of imported cars is on the rapid

oxidation stability, and oxygen content.

increase? The answer can be easily found when we look at
engine types of imported cars sold in Korea. According to

Is High Grade Gasoline a Must?

the Korea Automobile Importers and Distributors

Nevertheless, most imported cars are recommended to use

Association, out of imported car registered during January

high grade gasoline with a high octane number. They

to September this year, diesel engine cars are dominant,

allegedly must use appropriate fuels so as to exert their

accounting for 68.9% of total imported cars. While, cars

higher performance.

with gasoline engine were merely 27.4%.

HYUNDAI-KIA Motors also recommends to use high

The recent rush of imported cars led by German brands

grade gasoline only on its flagship sedan, ‘Equus’ and high-

such as BMW, B enz, Audi, and Volkswagen, was

class sedans such as Genesis and K9. It’s because owing to

completely focused on diesel engines. As sales of cars using

their engine features, they are subject to more frequent

gasoline is less itself, it is not connected to the consum-

knocking than other cars. When these cars use high grade

ption of high grade gasoline despite the remarkable

gasoline, the Electronic Control Unit detects them and

increase of imported cars.

automatically controls engine settings, generating fuel

Another reason may be ascribed to the fact that consumers

combustion at higher temperatures to prevent knocking.

these days put more confidence on normal gasoline in line

BMW -the No. 1 brand in Korea’s imported car market -

with the improved quality of oil products by the country's

recommends to use 95 octane or higher gasoline for its

refineries compared to the past. While, some analysts say

leading models: 5 Series & 3 Series. The company guides

that amid continued economic recession, the price of high

its customers not to use gasoline less than 91 at any case. It

grade gasoline can be too burdensome to consumers.
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Photo Contest

“Jumping is fun! Skydiving is not just falling; it is flying-

underwent training for skydiving and rose to the sky. The

the closest we have been able to come to free, unen -

moment I jumped out of the aircraft was the most thrilling

cumbered, non-mechanical individual flight.”

and enjoyable time that I have ever experienced. I would

Skydiving provides the maximum liberty that one can ever

like to give one personal message herewith: “Skydiving is a

experience. My friends and I chose Sky Dive Space Centre,

must-do activity at least once during your lifetime and will

Florida to experience this adrenaline rush. And we

surely offer an unforgettable experience.”

In the Editorial Room

The Newsletter
Editorial Room is always open!
The MOBIS newsletter has been revamped to
share more stories with all of its colleagues from around the world.
The newsletter now plans to instantly deliver stories from MOBIS and to share quality
information contributed from our global readers, so please share your stories with us.
Send us comments about any particular thing you liked or didn’t like about the newsletter,
or even write us columns or give us some new ideas.
We will listen to your opinions to create a better and more informative newsletter.

●
Photo Contest
written by Mohammed Zaidul Ghalib(MIN)

This photo shows my son; the most valuable of all our family treasures.
Since he was born, this child has been fascinated with cars, various racing
cars in particular. He keeps on asking me questions related with cars.
“How is a car made, mom?”, “Where is the motor?”, “Probably a low
chassis in a car makes it run faster, doesn't it?”
My son’s curiosity was never satisfied until he visited a car factory in an

written by Zhang Lian(MBJ)

Notice

A photo with a precious memory warms

Newsletter <HYUNDAI MOBIS> is now available on smartphone and

your heart. Why don’t you share it with

tablet PC.

other MOBIS families rather than only

You can now see <HYUNDAI MOBIS> easily using your smartphone

enjoying it by yourself? A family picture

or tablet PC. Please scan the QR code marked on the table of

that you keep close to your heart, a photo

contents using smartphone or tablet PC and you can see <HYUNDAI

of your pet that greets you wagging its tail,

MOBIS> optimized for your screen. Your smartphone allows you to

etc. Whatever story it might have is good.

see <HYUNDAI MOBIS> at any time and place, not only in English

Send photos via email if you would like it

and Chinese versions but also in Korean.

to appear in our newsletter.
●●●

I f there are any other stories, articles, or
opinions with a photo that you want to feature
on the MOBIS newsletter, please send them
to us. We will choose a lucky winner who will
receive a small prize.

Korea

English

extraordinary occasion. The moment when he saw how the parts in the
production line moved and were reassembled must have been a wonder
itself to him.
Afterwards, I heard him saying excitedly “Mom, later I will work at
HYUNDAI MOBIS and make cars for HYUNDAI Motors.” At that
moment, I was thrilled to feel his deep love for cars.
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